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Abstract: To address the challenge of quickly and efficiently accessing relevant management experience for a wide range of ground engineering construction projects, supporting project management with information technology is crucial. This includes the establishment of a case database and an application platform for intelligent search and recommendations. The article leverages Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology, knowledge graph technology, and Natural Language Processing (NLP) technology. It explores the mechanisms for classifying construction cases, methods for constructing a case database, structuring case data, intelligently retrieving and matching cases, and intelligent recommendation methods. This research forms a complete, feasible, and scalable method for deconstructing, storing, intelligently retrieving, and recommending construction cases, providing a theoretical basis for the establishment of a construction case database. It aims to meet the needs of digital project management and intelligent decision-making support in the oil and gas sector, thereby enhancing the efficiency and accuracy of project construction. This work offers a theoretical foundation for the development of an intelligent management platform for ground engineering projects in the oil and gas industry, supporting the sector’s digital transformation and intelligent development.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

In recent years, China’s oil and gas field ground engineering construction projects have become characterized by their large scale, high quantity, and short timelines, which has significantly increased the burden of construction management. There is an urgent need to improve project management efficiency through information technology. Given the similarities among ground engineering projects, referencing typical project cases during construction is essential for improving efficiency and accuracy. However, there is currently a lack of channels for referencing typical construction cases and systematically managing case data. It is necessary to accelerate the development of methods for organizing construction case databases, establish logical frameworks for managing construction cases, and develop intelligent retrieval and recommendation systems. This will facilitate a decision-making system for compliance, schedule, quality, investment, and other aspects, thus enabling intelligent management applications for ground engineering.
Traditional oil and gas field ground engineering case databases, with their wide range of data sources and varying data quality, often contain errors, outdated or incomplete information, which leads to low practicality and credibility. Additionally, these databases, established long ago, have limited scalability, hindering data updates and the integration of new features. Their application scope is relatively narrow and cannot meet current ground engineering demands. There is an urgent need to utilize advanced information technology to research engineering construction case database creation, data structuring, and intelligent matching retrieval and push mechanisms. These efforts will develop technical methods for case database entry, supporting the construction of intelligent retrieval and push application platforms for ground engineering, optimizing project construction, acceptance management, and enhancing analysis and decision-making assistance for clusters of oil and gas field ground engineering projects.

1.2. Contributions

(1) Research on establishing a case database using NLP, OCR, and knowledge graphs.
(2) Development of a comprehensive, feasible, and scalable methodology for deconstructing, storing, intelligently searching, and pushing construction case studies.
(3) Creation of a database for oil and gas field surface construction cases, enabling search and push functions.

2. Literature Review

A systematic investigation has been conducted into the field of oil and gas well case databases, both domestically and internationally. In developed Western countries such as the USA and Canada, major information service institutions including IHS Markit, Wood Mackenzie, and National Geological Databases have been established. These organizations possess unique insights and have made significant contributions to the field of databases, enhancing information collection processes, expanding the breadth and depth of data gathered, and effectively managing and utilizing vast information resources. They provide robust technical services for managing large volumes of data.

To date, many scholars have conducted research in different fields related to the creation of databases. Cai S et al. [1] established a spatial information database and management platform based on spatial information of oil and gas resources and related information analysis technology, effectively supporting the entire decision-making process of oil and gas resource evaluation, management, exploration, and exploitation. In the related field of wind energy, Sánchez-del Rey A et al. [2] established a database for wind resource assessment by integrating data related to wind resources with GIS tools. In research focused on carbon emission reduction, Zhu W et al. [3] developed a new carbon emission calculation model for oil and gas resources utilizing GIS 10.8 software and IPCC algorithms to effectively manage the data generated in the exploration and natural processes of oil and natural gas. This model analyzes and predicts future carbon emissions from oil and natural gas production, significantly contributing to carbon emission reduction. Zhixin Wen et al. [4] utilized commercial databases such as S&P Global and Rystad, as well as public databases, to systematically analyze global deepwater oil and gas exploration trends and make recommendations for overseas deepwater oil and gas exploration business. In the mining industry, the establishment of databases remains a key research direction. Jasansky S et al. [5] created an open database on the global production of coal and metal mines to understand production trends, ensuring the authenticity and transparency of the information. Qing Guan et al. [6] extracted knowledge from multisource heterogeneous knowledge carriers to construct a graphical knowledge base, enhancing work efficiency in oil and gas exploration and development processes. To support the digital transformation of the oil and gas industry, Su J et al. [7] analyzed and stored large amounts of information using big data analytics and artificial intelligence methods, breaking down data silos and business barriers, enhancing digital transformation data governance capabilities, and promoting the high-quality development of the oil and gas industry.
Similarly, Maroufkhani P et al. [8] identified methods for applying digital technologies in the energy sector to help the resource and energy industry accelerate digital transformation and increase value creation through these innovations. Wu L et al. [9] built a data-driven decision support system that requires multiple independent databases, utilizing artificial data and large oil and gas project cases for functional validation of the system. This system improves data quality and promotes the utilization of fragmented data.

Knowledge graph technology, as the main method of database construction in this paper, offers a wide range of application areas and good expandability. Many scholars in different fields have conducted research based on knowledge graph technology. Huang et al. [10] built various thematic knowledge graphs based on a large amount of professional oil and gas information and proposed an intelligent search engine based on knowledge graphs that better understands users’ search intentions. Tang X et al. [11] proposed a method for constructing a domain knowledge graph based on the ontology of petroleum exploration and development on the basis of traditional NLP (Natural Language Processing), achieving a recognition accuracy rate of 90%, thereby providing better knowledge services for the oil and gas industry. Yuan J et al. [12] proposed a data semantic standardization methodology based on the knowledge organization model, addressing the problem of knowledge graph data sharing, and verified the application of the model in the petroleum industry through relevant examples. Compared with traditional machine learning methods, Zhou X G et al. [13] used a variety of NLP methods to build knowledge graphs from structured and unstructured data, demonstrating that the accuracy of the knowledge graph method increased by more than 7.69%. To reduce the risk of accidents in natural gas pipelines, Bai Y et al. [14] proposed a novel risk assessment model based on knowledge graphs that objectively support the safety management and risk reduction of natural gas pipelines and other process units in the digital era. Knowledge graph technology is also applicable to other fields. Pei Y et al. [15] utilized a large amount of data from mines and constructed a knowledge graph of mines based on deep learning and NLP techniques, extracting the mineralization laws and standard information for finding mines, which saves a significant amount of time and money.

In summary, there remains a lack of research on the construction methods and applications of case databases for oil and gas field ground engineering projects. The application of ground engineering case databases is insufficient, and their practical application efficiency is low, hindering the effective support of the digital and intelligent development of oil and gas fields.

3. Research Framework and Technology Introduction

3.1. Research Framework

In addressing the construction method and functions of a database for oil and gas field ground engineering project cases, it can be divided into the following six parts: data processing, case categorization, case decomposition, case storage, intelligent retrieval, and intelligent push. Among these, data processing, case categorization, case decomposition, and case storage belong to the construction method of the case database, while intelligent retrieval and intelligent push are corresponding functions of the application platform based on the case database. The method and application of constructing engineering project cases are shown in Figure 1.
(1) Data processing

Collect materials related to oil and gas field ground engineering cases, including paper and electronic documents. Paper documents require OCR technology for text recognition. Convert text data into a computer-readable format, manually correct errors, and store it in the cloud, enriching the case database. After integrating all materials, use NLP technology for text preprocessing, providing a data basis for the case database.

(2) Case categorization

Initially, categorize individual engineering cases and typical construction cases (single projects) into 33 subcategories under the following 3 main categories: key procedures, special environments, and risky operations, based on the hierarchical classification method and case content. Next, generate keywords using the TF-IDF algorithm and establish a storage classification coordinate system that reflects logic and correlation to simplify subsequent case decomposition processes.

(3) Case decomposition

Propose a case decomposition method guided by nine major decomposition items derived from the storage classification coordinate system. This method acquires structured data of ground engineering cases, facilitating subsequent case storage and forming the core content for storage, comprising original case files and structured data, to achieve the decomposition of oil and gas field ground engineering cases.

(4) Case storage

First, utilize knowledge graph technology to build a knowledge graph for oil and gas field ground engineering cases, providing underlying logic for case storage. Then, match the structured data from case decomposition to the established storage classification coordinate system. Integrate original files, structured fields, storage classification coordinates, and the knowledge graph database of ground engineering cases to realize case storage, thereby constructing a knowledge graph-based database for oil and gas field ground engineering cases.

(5) Intelligent retrieval

Implement intelligent retrieval in different scenarios based on NLP technology and knowledge graph matching techniques [16]. After understanding users’ retrieval intentions, conduct precise or fuzzy searches based on their query methods.

Figure 1. Engineering construction case library construction method and application.
(6) Intelligent push
Utilize knowledge graph technology to intelligently push structured content derived from intelligent retrieval.

The aforementioned process can provide theoretical and technical support for building an intelligent retrieval and push platform for engineering project cases.

3.2. Database Building Technology

In the construction of a database for oil and gas field engineering project cases, the complexity of its database construction mechanism necessitates corresponding technical support to refine the construction process. This primarily involves OCR technology, knowledge graph technology, and NLP technology.

(1) OCR intelligent recognition technology
OCR intelligent recognition technology can establish an intelligent scanning and recognition platform to complete text scanning tasks with high quality, constructing a more efficient business architecture, thus achieving cost reduction and efficiency increase [17,18]. In this study, its primary role is to scan and store relevant paper materials of oil and gas field ground engineering construction cases, providing the data foundation for subsequent project case structural decomposition.

(2) Knowledge graph technology
Knowledge graph technology is the most crucial technical support for constructing a case database. Building a knowledge graph based on the data of oil and gas field construction engineering cases provides a solid foundation for the intelligent retrieval and push functions of subsequent engineering case databases. The construction of a knowledge graph in the oil and gas field domain comprises the following three key technical processes: knowledge extraction, knowledge fusion, and knowledge reasoning [19].

(3) NLP technology
In the intelligent retrieval of oil and gas field ground engineering construction cases, NLP technology is used to process the natural language input by users, converting it into computer language for easier recognition by the system. This can better identify the users’ retrieval intentions, improving the response capabilities and accuracy of the intelligent retrieval system [20]. Combined with the actual needs of intelligent retrieval in the engineering case database, achieving natural language understanding is sufficient.

3.3. Construction of the Knowledge Graph

The construction of a knowledge graph for oil and gas field engineering cases encounters the following challenges: (1) the field of oil and gas surface engineering is broad, covering many different areas of expertise, leading to a complex knowledge structure that includes noise data, affecting the accuracy and professionalism of the knowledge graph. Therefore, human intervention is needed to select and control the target data. (2) The uniqueness of oil and gas field surface engineering cases often means that ensuring the completeness of case data is challenging, and the differences in format, structure, and quality across various data sources complicate data processing. (3) Building a database knowledge graph for engineering cases involves handling a large volume of data, which may grow continuously over time. Additionally, the knowledge graph requires regular updates and maintenance, as well as the processing of new and changing information [21].

The construction of the knowledge graph is crucial, acting as a bridge between processes and as one of the foundational projects in building a case database [22]. The construction process of the knowledge graph, as shown in Figure 2, involves knowledge extraction, knowledge fusion, and knowledge reasoning steps, culminating in the construction of the engineering case database knowledge graph.
3.3.1. Knowledge Extraction

Knowledge extraction aims to automatically obtain entities, relationships, attributes, and other knowledge from structured, semi-structured, or unstructured data. After data processing and decomposition, the case data are structured, allowing for faster knowledge extraction [23]. The Lattice LSTM entity extraction model is used for information collection, effectively utilizing Chinese lexical information and avoiding errors in Chinese word segmentation. The structure of knowledge extraction for the engineering construction cases is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 2. Schematic diagram of construction process of knowledge graph of engineering case library.](image)

![Figure 3. Schematic of the knowledge extraction structure for construction cases.](image)

(1) Entity extraction

In this study, the Lattice LSTM entity extraction model is used for the entity extraction phase. It can be considered an extension of the character-based Named Entity Recognition model, with words added as input vectors, such as “oil and gas field” in Figure 4, and additional gates to control the flow of information.
As shown in Figure 4, the model’s inputs are a character sequence \( c_1, c_2, ..., c_n \) and all character subsequences in the case database \( D \) that match words. The subsequence \( w^e_b \) starts with character index \( b \) and ends with character index \( e \), where \( w^o_i \) is “oil” and \( w^e_i \) is the “oil field”.

For character \( c_i \), character representation is obtained through a character embedding matrix. Then, using the input gate \( i^e_i \), the forget gate \( f^e_i \), output gate \( o^e_i \), the unit vector \( c^e_i \) and hidden vector \( h^e_i \) are derived. \( c^e_i \) records the cyclic information flow of the sentence, while \( h^e_i \) is used for sequence labeling. LSTM recurrent calculations are then performed, and the basic LSTM function is shown in Equation 4. Next, softmax calculations are performed based on the input gates of characters and words to obtain weighted coefficients, followed by weighted summation, laying the foundation for subsequent training [24].

\[
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\]

(1)

In the equation, \( i^e_i, f^e_i, \) and \( o^e_i \) represent a set of input gates, forget gates, and output gates, respectively, while \( W^e \) and \( b^e \) are model parameters, and \( \sigma \) represents the sigmoid function.

Based on the basic framework of the Lattice LSTM model and considering the objectives and requirements of the intelligent search system, a set of entity extraction steps suitable for the construction case knowledge graph model has been summarized. The process is as follows: (1) Selection of Historical Data: considering the balance and accuracy of evaluation, it is divided into a training set and test set according to the ratio of 7:3; (2) Entity Annotation: the BIO (Beginning, Inside, Outside) tagging method is used to annotate entities in the case information; (3) Model Training: the training set is inputted into the Lattice LSTM entity extraction model based on the process described above; (4) Model Testing and Validation: after training, the test set is used to validate the effectiveness of the entity extraction model. If the accuracy rate is greater than 90%, the entity extraction based on
the LSTM algorithm is considered complete. If the accuracy is below 90%, training continues until the accuracy reaches or exceeds 90% [25].

This methodological approach ensures a high level of accuracy in entity extraction, which is crucial for constructing an effective knowledge graph for engineering construction cases.

(2) Relation extraction

Most entities obtained from entity extraction have not formed associations and need to be connected through relation extraction. Based on the entity relationship table, sentences in the case text containing entity relationships are matched to generate a quintuple template, as follows: Left + Entity1 + Middle + Entity2 + Right. The elements of the template can be set according to actual conditions, with Left, Middle, and Right being word vectors. The generated template undergoes similarity calculations, detailed as follows: Convert the target and comparison templates into specific formats and calculate similarity. If the entity types match (T1 = T1’ or T2 = T2’), calculate the similarity as Sim = W1L1L2 + W2M1M2 + W3R1R2, where W1, W2, W3 are weights, with W2 usually being the largest due to the significant influence of the middle word vector M1M2.

If the similarity exceeds 0.85, the relationship is added to the entity relationship table; if it is below 0.85, the template relationship is discarded. This process is repeated until all the text contents of oil and gas field surface engineering cases are processed, completing the knowledge extraction task and providing a stable data foundation for subsequent intelligent search and push phases.

3.3.2. Knowledge Fusion

In the diverse and complex field of surface engineering projects in oil and gas fields, the data structures of different project cases vary significantly. Utilizing knowledge fusion technology to integrate and merge multi-source knowledge to establish a more comprehensive, consistent, and accurate knowledge graph is crucial. It is also an effective method to address heterogeneity issues in knowledge graphs [26]. The main tasks of knowledge fusion include entity disambiguation and coreference resolution. (1) Entity disambiguation involves aligning different names or identifiers that describe the same entity across multiple data sources or contexts. In this study, string matching is primarily used for entity disambiguation. (2) Coreference resolution involves normalizing words that refer to the same entity across different expressions into a unified representation. In this study, coreference chain resolution is primarily used for coreference resolution [27].

3.3.3. Knowledge Inference

Knowledge inference, following extraction and fusion, identifies and corrects erroneous knowledge while deriving and enriching implicit knowledge based on existing information, enhancing the target knowledge base. This process is crucial for content correction and quality control of knowledge graphs. In this article, correction and mining are achieved primarily through logical reasoning and graph structure reasoning [28]. (1) Logical reasoning is divided into reasoning based on first-order predicate logic and reasoning based on description logic, both of which are utilized in the knowledge graph of engineering construction cases. (2) Graph structure-based reasoning involves using the inherent structure of the knowledge graph as a feature to complete reasoning tasks [29].

By integrating these reasoning techniques, the study effectively enhances the depth and breadth of knowledge representation in the engineering case knowledge graph. This comprehensive approach allows for more accurate and meaningful insights to be derived from the data, supports intelligent search and push functions, and aids the decision-making process in oil and gas field surface engineering projects.
3.4. Knowledge Graph-Based Matching Technique

Knowledge graph matching is crucial for developing case retrieval functionality, especially given the complexity and vast number of oil and gas field engineering projects. To address the challenges of large-scale knowledge graph matching, a cluster-based large ontology matching algorithm has been adopted. This algorithm is particularly suitable for knowledge graphs with many concepts and properties, such as those in oil and gas field surface engineering. The process involves ontology segmentation, block matching, and discovering matching results. Concepts in the ontology are clustered into smaller clusters, and blocks are constructed by describing the relationships between them. Blocks from different knowledge graphs are matched based on pre-calculated structural similarities, and highly similar mapping blocks are selected for matching [30].

For the extensive knowledge graph of oil and gas field surface engineering cases, this method clusters and specifies a large number of concepts or properties, ensuring the stability of the clusters. The clusters are generally based on structural similarity. If \( c_i \) and \( c_j \) are two classes in the case database, their structural similarity is defined as shown in Equation (2) below:

\[
\text{prox}(c_i, c_j) = \frac{2 \times \text{depth}(c_j)}{\text{depth}(c_i) + \text{depth}(c_j)}
\]

In the formula, \( c_i \) is the common parent class of \( c_i \) and \( c_j \); \( \text{depth}(c) \) and \( \text{depth}(c) \) are the depths of \( c_i \) and \( c_j \) in the original inheritance relationship, respectively.

The structural similarity formula is used to compare classes and select the most similar ones for matching. To enhance accuracy and speed, language-based matcher V-Doc and structure-based matcher GMO are used as auxiliary matchers. This approach ultimately achieves higher matching accuracy and faster processing speeds.

4. Case Data Processing and Classification

Data processing and classification for oil and gas field ground engineering cases is a preliminary step in constructing the case database. It aims to reduce data noise, improve data purity, and provide an accurate storage classification coordinate system for case decomposition and storage. This process simplifies the construction of the case database. The flowchart for case data processing and classification is shown in Figure 5. It involves collecting data, recognizing text from paper documents to enhance completeness, followed by text preprocessing, keyword generation, and establishing a storage classification coordinate system for efficient data processing and categorization [31].

![Flowchart of data processing and classification for engineering construction cases.](image-url)
4.1. Case Data Processing

Case data processing includes the following three main components: text collection, text recognition, and text preprocessing. Initially, a vast amount of data related to surface engineering cases in oil and gas fields is collected, including basic files, documents, and paper documents, with over 260 cases amassed in the past three years. These paper documents are converted into editable electronic formats using OCR technology, ensuring data accuracy and completeness [32]. This step involves content and structural analysis to identify the unique characteristics of each case. Finally, the text is preprocessed using NLP techniques. As shown in Figure 6, NLP transforms impure, disordered, and non-standard natural language texts into structured, manageable, and standardized text. The preprocessing steps include (1) using regular expressions to clean up punctuation in the text; (2) employing string-matching techniques for tokenization that segments continuous natural language text into semantically sound and complete sequences of words; (3) analyzing the dependency relationships between words in sentences to capture and represent syntactic structure information using a tree-like format [33]. This preprocessing results in structured, manageable, and standardized case data, providing a clear and reliable data structure for subsequent steps.

![Figure 6. Text preprocessing process.](image)

4.2. Case Data Classification

The main objective of categorizing case data is to create a storage classification coordinate system. This system aids in the convenient placement of structured data derived from case decomposition into storage. It ensures rapid and accurate storage of structured data and, during subsequent retrieval and push application scenarios, allows the coordinate system to precisely locate the required data, optimizing the user experience of retrieval and push functionalities.

Principles of case data categorization include the following: Scientific Nature: develop a stable classification system that aligns with the actual content of the project; Systematic Approach: establish uniform and coherent classification standards that progress in a logical order to ensure systematic categorization; Expandability: ensure enough space for adding new categories without disrupting existing principles and consider the expansion and refinement of subcategories; Practicality: adapt to user needs, enhancing the usability and operability of the classification [34].

The categorization process starts by dividing cases into the following two levels based on data features identified during initial processing and expert insights: individual engineering construction cases and typical construction cases. Individual engineering construction cases consist of multiple single projects, further categorized into the following three major classes totaling 33 items: special environments, key procedures, and risky operations. The specific classifications are shown in Figure 7.
(1) **Special environments**: This includes winter construction, rainy season construction, high-temperature construction, night-time construction, hydrogen-sulfide-rich environments, typhoon weather construction, major exhibitions, holiday period construction, and emergency construction during water or power outages.

(2) **Key procedures**: This encompasses processes such as assessment and procedure compliance, non-destructive testing, anti-corrosion insulation, vessel production safety, purging pressure testing, commissioning operation, pile foundation, deep excavation, and blasting.

(3) **Risky operations**: This category includes operations like hot work, earthmoving, circuit-breaking, working at heights, equipment maintenance, blind board plugging, pipeline and equipment opening, temporary electricity use, excavation, entry into confined spaces, lifting operations, high-voltage electricity work, climbing, refrigeration and air conditioning operations, and drilling operations.

After categorizing the cases, the next step involves generating keywords from the preprocessed text data. The keyword generation process uses the TF-IDF algorithm and includes the following steps: import the preprocessed text data; count all the words that appear and the number of documents they appear in; calculate each word’s TF, IDF, and Y values, and then rank them in descending order; select the highest-ranking words as keywords for output [35]. The TF-IDF algorithm’s formula is as follows.

$$TF_{i,j} = \frac{n_{i,j}}{\sum_{i} n_{i,j}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$IDF_j = \log \left( \frac{|D|}{|\{ t : t \in d_j \}|} + 1 \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$Y = TF \cdot IDF$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

In the formula, $n_i$ represents the number of occurrences of term $t_i$ in the document $d_j$; $n_{i,j}$ denotes the total number of terms in document $d_j$; $D$ signifies the total number of documents in the case studies; and $|\{ t : t \in d_j \}|$ indicates the number of documents containing term $t_i$. The addition of $+1$ to the denominator prevents division errors when the number of documents containing $t_i$ is zero.

Finally, by choosing relevant keywords and combining them with the classification of individual engineering projects, a logical and associative storage classification
coordinate system is established. This system facilitates the storage of structured data from decomposed cases. The details of the storage classification coordinate system, shown in Figure 2, are divided into the following six main categories: case field, project phase, type of engineering, project location, construction time, and scale of engineering. The details of the storage classification coordinate system, as illustrated in Figure 2, are divided into the following six main categories: the field of the case, project phase, type of engineering, project location, construction time, and the scale of the engineering.

Taking a particular oil and gas field surface engineering case as an example, keywords generated by the TF-IDF algorithm include, but are not limited to, project locations such as Central Sichuan, Northwest Sichuan, Northeast Sichuan; fields like oil fields, oil and gas fields; and types of engineering like IT projects, shale gas projects, storage projects, station, pipelines, crossing engineering, and others. It is evident that the keywords closely align with the storage classification coordinate system, thereby streamlining the process of decomposing and storing case data.

5. Case Data Decomposition and Storage

Although the processed case data are relatively standardized, it remains intricate, and some data can be categorized under multiple coordinates, making data storage challenging. Therefore, it is necessary to decompose the case data to enable data structuring, which facilitates the storage of case data. Before storing the structured case data, it is crucial to build a knowledge graph for construction cases to further optimize the storage process. The storage content primarily comprises the decomposed structured fields, resulting in a comprehensive, well-categorized, and structurally complete database of construction cases that supports rapid retrieval and intelligent push of applications [36].

5.1. Case Data Decomposition

The mechanism for decomposing construction cases involves “nine major items and two levels”, where the nine items include case overview, key parameters, operation time, construction drawings, construction resources, construction measures, HSE measures, process record data, and images/videos. It is important to note that images and videos, being unstructured data, do not require decomposition and can be directly categorized for storage.

The decomposition process involves a detailed breakdown of project content based on the nine items, resulting in structured data fields and the creation of structured forms, which prepares for subsequent case data storage. The two levels include first-level directory decomposition and second-level directory decomposition. At the first level, basic attributes like case overview, key parameters, and operation time are addressed. The second level includes detailed information such as construction drawings, resources, measures, HSE measures, process data, images, and videos. For specific construction cases, basic project information includes an overview, key parameters, operation time, etc. Guided by the nine items, the case is decomposed, resulting in structured data. These data form the basis for building the knowledge graph of individual engineering cases, which is linked to the source files and presented as key structured data associated with the case knowledge graph. This supports case content retrieval and positioning, intelligent push, and smart matching of typical cases.

5.2. Case Data Storage

To systematically and coherently store the structured data obtained after decomposition into the case database, it is crucial to establish a case storage mechanism. This mechanism includes two key components, a storage classification coordinate system and a knowledge graph. The storage classification coordinate system provides precise coordinates for storing structured fields and supports rapid, accurate data location in subsequent push and retrieval scenarios. This enhances the user experience for push and
retrieval functions. It includes coordinates for case project location, engineering type, project scale, domain, project phase, and construction time.

After establishing the storage classification coordinate system and the knowledge graph, the next step is to leverage the knowledge graph as the foundation. The primary storage content is structured fields, tagged with coordinates from the storage classification system. Correlating storage content with respective tags efficiently completes the task of storing engineering construction cases. This process ensures each piece of information is accurately placed within the database, facilitating ease of access and utility in various applications, particularly in enhancing decision-making processes for oil and gas field surface engineering projects.

6. Intelligent Retrieval and Push

Given the outdated core of the existing oil and gas field surface engineering case retrieval systems, which are characterized by low accuracy, limited search scope, and require significant time for validation and error correction, there is a clear need for advanced systems that can meet the current demands for rapid response, robustness, and accurate results in oil and gas fields. Consequently, an intelligent retrieval and push system for oil and gas field surface engineering cases has been developed, enhancing traditional case retrieval systems. This new system is divided into two main aspects, intelligent retrieval and intelligent push, comprising the following six components: the case database, input module for retrieval information, case retrieval module, display module for retrieval results, retrieval log generation module, and intelligent case push module. The process flow of intelligent retrieval and push for engineering construction cases is illustrated in Figure 8.

![Figure 8. Flowchart of intelligent retrieval and push process for engineering construction cases.](image)

6.1. Intelligent Retrieval

Intelligent retrieval, based on the oil and gas field surface engineering case database, selects appropriate retrieval methods according to different database structures, data volumes, and system requirements. The goal is to rapidly respond to query requests, form a unique query matching process, optimize the model based on query results, and improve retrieval speed and reliability. Intelligent retrieval methods can be classified into fuzzy queries using keywords and precise queries using exact information like case names. The query subjects for case retrieval are based on the nine major disassembly categories, divided into seven types, including searches for engineering construction case projects, construction drawings, construction measures, HSE measures, construction resources, process record data, and images.

The primary focus of intelligent retrieval is keyword searches within the knowledge graph. During case retrieval, NLP technology analyzes the input information and understands the user’s intent, reducing text ambiguity and improving retrieval accuracy and speed. If the input query exists in the database, it can be quickly and accurately retrieved; if the input is vague and not present, knowledge graph-based matching calculates and matches cases according to structural similarity, ranking them by relevance. The system also supports historical data queries and search log generation.
6.2. **Intelligent Push**

Intelligent push, guided by the case database knowledge graph, provides project information and related content based on fuzzy keyword queries and precise information queries. It also supports tracing related projects from a single retrieval result. There are four main components of case push, which are as follows:

1. **Project case association push**
   - Based on the project case knowledge graph, it recommends similar project cases to the search object by tracing upwards in the graph. The ranking is based on the number of matching dimensions.

2. **User habit association push**
   - A user habit knowledge graph is built, recommending engineering projects most frequently viewed or focused on by the user, based on their history.

3. **Case file association push**
   - In the detailed view pages for construction drawings, measures, HSE measures, resources, process records, and images, files with similar attributes are pushed, ranked by the number of matching dimensions.

4. **High-frequency search standard association push**
   - Based on the frequency of projects searched by all users of the system, high-frequency projects are recommended on the homepage.

The intelligent retrieval and push system represents a significant advancement over traditional retrieval systems. By using knowledge graphs and sophisticated matching algorithms, it can accurately and efficiently handle large-scale, diverse oil and gas field surface engineering cases. This system provides precise and rapid retrieval capabilities, enhances the overall user experience by offering more relevant and targeted results, and facilitates better decision-making and management in oil and gas surface engineering.

7. **Applications**

By using the classification mechanism for construction engineering cases, database creation methods, data structuring, intelligent retrieval and matching, and intelligent push techniques proposed in the article, we have successfully constructed a highly shared engineering construction case database. This was achieved by integrating the collection and consolidation of engineering cases with NLP, OCR intelligent recognition, and knowledge graph technologies. We have also developed search and push functionalities for the case database, achieving intelligent construction of the oil and gas field surface engineering case library. The database can intelligently match and retrieve relevant cases, displaying them with key structured data and case knowledge graphs. This enhances the searchability and pinpointing of case content, assists in intelligent matching of typical cases, and has led to the development of an intelligent platform for oil and gas field surface engineering construction cases shown in Figures 9 and 10.

Using the keyword “shale gas” as an example, the platform’s functions are demonstrated as follows: (1) **Case Retrieval**: by entering the keyword “shale gas”, the platform lists individual engineering case information related to shale gas. The left side displays categories derived from nine disassembly projects, providing preview and download options. The right side presents related individual engineering projects in a list format, ranked by relevance. (2) **Intelligent Search**: the system precisely locates target documents using the keyword “shale gas”. Users can switch file types on the left side and query or trace-related engineering cases on the right side. (3) **User-Based Collaborative Recommendation**: based on user characteristics, including their department, position, frequently queried engineering project types, and bookmarked project types, the platform makes default recommendations on the engineering project page. The recommendations are sorted by matching degree (calculated by recommendation algorithms) from high to low and by publication date from recent to older, displayed as an engineering project list on the user’s
homepage. (4) Content-Based Collaborative Recommendation: based on the characteristics of engineering cases reviewed by the user, including project location, keywords, oil and gas field types, engineering types, and special environments, the platform recommends relevant cases during the user’s query. The recommendations are sorted by matching degree (calculated by recommendation algorithms) from high to low and by publication date from recent to older, displayed as an engineering project list on the user’s homepage.

Case Maintenance and Management include the following: (1) Managing Engineering Types: on the left side of the maintenance page, users can add and delete engineering types. (2) Adding New Projects: users can add new individual engineering projects and maintain and enhance related information. (3) Improving Case Details: users can add new individual engineering projects and choose to maintain and improve related information and key measures.

Figure 9. Illustration of the single engineering project retrieval results on the intelligent platform.

Figure 10. Illustration of the individual engineering project retrieval.

8. Conclusions

(1) In response to the need for efficient management of oil and gas field surface engineering projects, this paper proposes a case database construction method using OCR
intelligent recognition, knowledge graph, and NLP technologies. It includes the study of engineering case data processing technology, knowledge classification, database construction methods, data structuring techniques, and intelligent retrieval and matching push technology. This approach generates the logic for engineering case inclusion, achieving the full process of intelligent construction of engineering project case databases.

(2) Theoretically, this method resolves the difficulty of swiftly and efficiently finding relevant management projects in engineering construction. By integrating knowledge graph technology with search engines and combining it with knowledge graph matching technology, users and managers can quickly and accurately locate target case files from a vast database. This results in a complete, feasible, and expandable set of methods for disassembling, storing, intelligently retrieving, and pushing construction cases, supporting the construction of an intelligent management platform for surface engineering.

(3) Research on the construction case database method lays a theoretical foundation for developing an intelligent platform for oil and gas fields. It refines digital project management functions of oil and gas field surface construction engineering and provides a clear direction for constructing intelligent platforms. This enables continued advancement in intelligent assistive decision-making functionalities, leading to the creation of a general intelligent management platform for oil and gas field surface engineering. This meets the demands for digital management, digital delivery, and intelligent assistive decision-making in oil and gas fields.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations
OCR Optical Character Recognition
NLP Natural Language Processing
GIS Geographic Information System
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
TF-IDF Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
LSTM Long Short-Term Memory
BIO Beginning, Inside, Outside
GMO Graph Matching for Ontologies
HSE Health, Safety and Environment
Symbol
$D$ The set of all character subsequences
$d_i$ Document
$n_{ij}$ The number of occurrences of term $t_i$ in the document $d_i$
$n_d$ The total number of terms in document $d_i$

$c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_m$ Character sequence

$c_i, c_j$ Two classes in the case database

$c_i$ Common parent class of $c$ and $c_j$

$\vec{c}$ Unit vector

$h_i$ Hidden vector

$f_j$ Forget gate

$i_j$ Input gate

$o_j$ Output gate

$w_{i,b,c}$ Represents a subsequence starting with character index $b$ and ending with character index $c$

$W_1, W_2, W_3$ Weights

$\text{Sim}$ Similarity of target template

$\text{W}^c$ and $b^c$ Model parameters

$\sigma$ Sigmoid function

$\text{depth}(c), \text{depth}(c)$ The depths of $c$ and $c_j$ in the original inheritance relationship, respectively

$j: t \in d_i$ The number of documents containing term $t$
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